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STUDENT INDISCIPLINE
There is another area in which policy
formulation may depart from tradition.
It is targeting the affective domain more
sharply than hitherto in allocating
funding for school programmes.
Recognising that in recent years there
has been an extraordinary increase in
student indiscipline and aggressiveness
in classrooms, school financing policy
would be used as an appropriate tool in
both containing and reducing these
pernicious situations in schools.

Allocations to the ‘softer’ areas of a
student’s life foster greater productivity
and outputs. The fact is also that
progress in the cognitive and
psychomotor domains is a function of a
strong affective domain. Yet this is the
least funded. We know now that funded
programmes that promote and enhance
positive feelings, motivation, values,

attitudes, respect, honesty,
responsibility among others would
ensure more successful learning in
school subjects. The policy shift in
focus is urgent and defensible.

Digitizing progressively many
classroom operations where appropriate
across the first three levels of the
education system should be one of the
main thrusts in the policy formulation
activity. The objective would be to
bring technological facilitation in
Jamaican schools on par with the best of
what obtains in middle income
countries. The arching goal would be to
accelerate student learning outcomes to
so-called international standards.
Not the least, home-school partnerships
should figure highly in school and
national policy. Exchange of specific
inputs and outputs relevant to each
school and its neighbourhood should be
identified in the school policy. What
will the school give to and receive from

the neighbourhood? How would the
exchanges be organised? What would
be the interaction with the wider
community? These issues rarely if at all
find their way in national and local
school policies even though they are
fundamental in ensuring harmonious
and functional school-community
relationships.
Regarding process, national educational
policy formulation would require the
development and presentation of a
‘green paper’ periodically. This would
be grounded on adequately researched
and data supporting issues. Inputs for
any policy would be routinely requested
from the cadre of reflective and
innovative practising teachers among
other stakeholders. The teaching
profession should feel obliged
also to offer policy solutions to
problems affecting the education
system as a whole.
Central to this would be a
meticulous selection of the

ministers responsible for education.
This person must lead the policy
formulation process with good
credentials. He or she should be
respectful and respected and should
have demonstrated the required
temperament of willingness to listen
and to learn and not to pose as a ‘Mr
/Ms Fix-it’.
While the policies are being formulated
a results-based implementation,
monitoring and evaluation plan should
be drawn up. It should assure
sustainability in the adequacy of the
funding arrangements. Execution
should then be given the highest
priority. This would enhance the
likelihood of effective and successful
policy formulation.

Needing a new era for educational policy-making
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Secretary General of the JTA,
Byron Farquharson has
declared that the JTA has no

particular location, because it has
spread its wings into “all the hills and
valleys over Jamaica.”
Addressing the Founders Day
commemoration ceremony at the
Mizpah Primary School on Monday,
April 3, Mr. Farquharson added that
there was a particular attachment to
Mizpah as the area is one in which the
“roots of the JTA are well laid” as well
as around the community of
Walderston.
He quoted from the Chinese proverb,
which states “one generation plant the
trees, and another enter into their
shades” to indicate that in 1894 “our
forefathers agitated for the concerns of
the teaching profession and education,
conscious that education for the masses
was the tool of upward mobility”.
He added, “Mizpah is no accident, the
JTA is proud to belong; we are
deliberately here, we are not lost, we are
at home”.
Mayor of Mandeville, Councillor
Donavan Mitchell addressing the
ceremony congratulated the JTA for
conceptualizing the Founders Day
ceremony. He said “the JTA is the most
established union and professional
organization in Jamaica and the English
speaking Caribbean and its prominence
epitomizes the combined hard work and
dedication, sacrifice and sincere

commitment from unselfish
individuals”.

Support for JTA
The negotiating team of the JTA who
will be negotiating soon with
government regarding the 2017-2019
contract period received support from
Mayor Mitchell who used lines from
Robert Nesta Marley’s song to
encourage the teachers. Said
Mitchell, “Get up, stand up, stand
up for your right, don’t give up the
fight”.
According to Mayor Mitchell,
“the first 53 years of the JTA was
one marked with vision, fortitude,
tenacity and fixity of purpose and
the way forward must be one
where the JTA is a beacon of hope
for the teachers of Jamaica land
we love.”
Member of Parliament for North
East Manchester Audley Shaw
was represented by Councillor for
the Walderston Division, Leroy
Mitchell, who declared that the
JTA at 53 years, has been and still
is a beacon to the education
system in Jamaica having had its
foundation built on solid ground.
According to Mr. Mitchell, the
symbolism of the Founders’Day
event gave an impetus to the
students of the school to emulate
the hard work of the founders with
a mind to do just as well or even

better than they have done.
Using the popular memory gem, “Silver
and gold will vanish away, but a good
education will never decay”, Mr.
Mitchell urged members of the
education fraternity not to become
daunted in their fight for a better
Jamaica and improved salaries and
condition of service. He concluded by

reminding the educators to “Keep
fighting, all is not lost. Jamaica is not
gone, a foundation has been laid by our
past brothers and sisters and JTA has
run with the mantle… the future looks
great”. He declared.
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GROWTH, INFLUENCE OF JTA
REAFFIRMED AT MIZPAH

Our roots are well laid, firm and strong and widely
spread….says JTA Sec Gen Byron Farquharson

Byron Farquharson

(L-R) JTA President Howard Isaacs, Doran Dixon, Georgia Waugh Richards, President Elect and Immediate past President,
Norman Allen assist grade one students of Mizpah Primary, Kishuan Robinson and Lisan Grant to plant a 'Time Caspsule' inside
the newly refurbished monument at the school. The capsule contains historic memorabilia.

The JTA Founders' Day and re-dedication ceremony at Mizpah in Manchester on April 3, was
completed by the symbolic planting of an avocado (pear) tree donated by Mr Vivian
Crawford,(stooping) Executive Director of the Institute of Jamaica. In photo (from left) JTA
President Howard Isaacs, Horatio Wisdom and Tashima Brown (stooping). Other un-named
students look on.


